URBANITI Collection
Equiparc is always concerned with offering high quality products, and the new URBANITI Collection
is no exception. Special attention has been given to the details of this collection, giving it a timeless
yet modern look. The use of trapezoids in the design gives it a certain playfulness in addition to
allowing it to easily integrate into an urban setting.
The new collection offers both boldness and sobriety depending on the color choices. It remains
an affordable collection, perfect for municipalities or for seasonal furnishings.
Urban living has never been so versatile.

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1560, EP 1561, waste receptacle EP 3560, EP 3560-RU-D, EP 3560-RU-T and bike racks EP 5560.
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Site furniture design – Equiparc
Photos: Adrien Duey
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MTL Collection
Drawing inspiration from Montreal city, one of North America's most colorful cities, MTL is
a dynamic extension of attitude and lifestyle designed to stimulate social interaction.
The collection's unique features, including bistro table, lounge chair and accessories as log
backrests, back-to-back benches, shelves and armrests provide an environment that invokes both
chance encounters and planned gatherings. Transcending the concept of street furniture, MTL is a
modular furnishings collection that enables exceptional arrangements and material combinations.

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1791, EP 1792 and EP 1793, tables EP 2790 and EP 2793, waste receptacle EP 3790,
planters EP 4790 and EP 4792, bike rack EP 5790.
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Site furniture design – Eugénie Manseau and Philippe Carreau, Dikini
Photos: Myriam Ménard
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EXA Collection
This trapezoidal shape planter can be inserted into discussion areas created with the EXA bench,
or simply stand by itself, in all kind of spaces.
Simple, dynamic and modular , the EXA planter represents by itself the best attributes of Equiparc
which are: Design, Durability and Expertise.

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1051, planters EP 4050.
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Site furniture design – Marc Boudreau
Photos: Drew Hadley
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Bench with backrest, planters and bike rack are available with or without LED technology.
Site furniture including LED and luminaires are available at Lumca exclusively.

TANGO Collection

Every single detail of TANGO has been carefully designed: the light diffusion is integral to the
concept as it gives all the products natural elegance and perfect harmony with their surroundings.
It is the result of the creativity and expertise of Equiparc, Lumca and Morelli Designers which
worked together to develop a never-before-seen product line.

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1980 and EP 1981, table EP 2980, waste receptacle EP 3980, planters EP 4980, EP 4981,
bike rack EP 5980.
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Site furniture design – Morelli Designers
Photos: Adrien Williams
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DELTA Collection
Beautiful result of a close cooperation with renowned firm ALTO Design, the DELTA Collection
reveals proudly dignity, strength and refinement.
Sturdy metal supports evoke an industrial style ready to uphold through time. Architectural in
many details, using all the best manufacturing processes, DELTA certainly reaches the highest
quality standards of Equiparc.

Site furniture design – ALTO Design
Photos: Adrien Williams

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1950 and EP 1951, table EP 2950, waste receptacle EP 3950, planters EP 4950, EP 4951, EP 4952,
bike rack EP 5950.
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DIMANCHE Collection
Designed to highlight Equiparc's 30th anniversary, DIMANCHE (Sunday) refers to this special
day of the week we love to spend outside with friends and family. This collection allowed Dikini
to win the Urban Furniture Award in the Industrial Design category, presented by the GRANDS
PRIX DU DESIGN in Montreal.
The enveloping comfort of the wood creates a cozy ambiance while the clean lines of the silhouette
deliver a fresh urban look. A main characteristic of the collection resides in the beautiful woodwork
featuring soft rounded edges, complemented by innovating hidden fasteners.
Site furniture design – Eugénie Manseau and Philippe Carreau, Dikini
Photos: Adrien Williams

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1930 and EP 1931, table: EP 2930, waste receptacle EP 3930, planter EP 4930, bike rack EP 5930.
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PLAZA Collection
This is the second collection created by the designer Marc Boudreau for Equiparc. Its elegance
lies in the juxtaposition of the materials; the refined supports and the steel insertions enhance the
massive wood covering.

Vieux - Port de Montréal
Site furniture design – Marc Boudreau
Photos : Adrien Williams

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1630 and EP 1631, table EP 2630, waste receptacle EP 3630, planter EP 4630, bike rack EP 5630.
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ESPLANADE Collection
The ESPLANADE Collection is a design outdoor furniture line offering a clean flawless finish.
The benches can be assembled in sequence with intermediate supports. The waste receptacle
features a reclining system to ease the removal of trash or recycling.
Ideal for urban spaces, this outdoor public furniture collection was created by the renowned urban
design firm Daoust Lestage Inc.

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1990, EP 1991 and EP 1992, table EP 2990, waste receptacle EP 3990, bike rack EP 5990.
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PROMENADE Collection
The PROMENADE Collection was created by the firm Daoust Lestage Inc. specifically for the
award winning project Promenade Samuel-De Champlain located along the Quebec City
waterfront.

Promenade Samuel-De Champlain, Quebec City
Site furniture design – Daoust Lestage Inc. architecture design urbain
Photos: Marc Cramer

The benches are beautifully designed to provide a linear harmony with soft curves; they also
feature an anchoring system making them easy to install on almost any concrete or granite
seatwall. The bike rack stands out with its simplicity and robust shape while the large table
complement this unique collection with beautiful wood patterns.

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1900, EP 1901, EP 1910 and EP 1911, table EP 2900, bike rack EP 5900.
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1620

1623

1620 - 3

1624

1620 - 1B

2820 - 4

1620 - XB

2820 - 2

1621 - 3

1621

3520

3520 - AT

1622 - J

4720

4721

5920

Collection 25
Created by the industrial designer Marc Boudreau to highlight Equiparc's 25th Anniversary, this
urban collection of outdoor furniture is modern and modular.
Its unique design makes it uncommonly versatile in its applications and will easily adapt to
on-site elements.

Maison de la culture, Montreal, QC
Site furniture design – Marc Boudreau

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1620, EP 1621, EP 1622, EP 1623 and EP 1624, table EP 2820, waste receptacle EP 3520,
planters EP 4720 and EP 4721, bike rack EP 5920.
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INTERNATIONALE Collection
This collection was created by the firm Michel Dallaire Design Industriel Inc. for the Quartier
International de Montreal project. Several times awarded on both local and international scenes,
this urban series is part of Equiparc's greatest achievements.

Quartier International de Montreal, QC
Site furniture design – Michel Dallaire Design Industriel Inc.
Photos: Alain Laforest

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1690 and EP 1691, waste receptacle EP 3690, bike rack EP 5690.
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AMERICA Collection
Essentially made of aluminum, the AMERICA Collection also offers covering alternatives
such as wood and aluminum. Its classic yet contemporary design works in all settings.

Private project

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1675 and EP 1676, tables EP 2885 and EP 2886, waste receptacle EP 3700, planter EP 4700.
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EUROPA Collection
Inspired by the clean lines of classic european designs, this bench features a tubular
frame allowing various lenghts, numerous armrests and multiple coverings.

Place Monseigneur - Charbonneau, Montréal

Site Furniture
Benches EP 1650 and EP 1651, waste receptacles EP 3620 and EP 3600.
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